
Narrative Recipe Project  
For this assignment, you will create a one-page narrative recipe for how to make a dish (or how to do something else related to 

food) to share as part of a class cookbook. You can write about: 

 how to create a special family recipe that represents your heritage or culture, or just something you like (“How to 

Make German Christmas Cookies”). 

 how to eat, appreciate, or enjoy food (“How to Avoid Eating Your Mother’s Wisconsin Chili [Because if it Has Peas 

in it, it’s Not Chili]”). 

 how to do something else food-related (“How to Have Dinner with Your Boyfriend’s Parents”). 

 

The recipe itself should form the backbone of your project. Your recipe should include: 

 an italicized introduction of two to five sentences. 

 a list of ingredients (these can be actual ingredients, or things like “a strong stomach”). 

 a numbered list of steps that form the process of whatever you are doing. 

 

But you should also include components on your page that will help your reader to develop an 

understanding of the world surrounding your recipe. Those elements could include: 

 pictures or illustrations (even better if you draw them!) of your food. 

 quotations from literature about your food. 

 sidebars about the culture, history, or science of your food. 

 other creative components! 

 

Remember that your recipe will go into your class cookbook, so it is important that 1) it is on a single page, so that it can easily 

be copied, and 2) it is neat and visually-appealing. 

 

Rubric: 
*Worth a quiz grade 

Component Points Possible Points Earned 

Form: recipe is on a single page, and includes a title with the author’s name 
underneath 10 

 

Neatness: the project is visually appealing; fonts are legible and appropriate; the 
project is free of errors in grammar and mechanics   

10 
 

Recipe: recipe includes introduction, list of ingredients, and step-by-step process 20  

Additional Expository Elements: visuals, quotations, sidebars 20  

Development: all available space is used; specific details support the heart of the 
piece 20 

 

Vocabulary: precise, higher-level words are used to make an impact on the reader 
10 

 

Literary Devices: at least three literary devices are used to make your project 
appealing to the reader (consider using imagery to make the reader understand how 
delicious your food is; a metaphor to help the reader understand how to do a step; 
alliteration to give your recipe a poetic feel; etc.) 

10 

 

 


